Join a technological university: our training courses

Developing key competencies

Thanks to a body of 250 passionate teacher-researchers, IMT Atlantique will prepare you for the major digital and energy transitions of the 21st century. Privileged collaborations between our university and companies of all sizes will teach you to tackle relevant and innovative problems head on. Through increased awareness of social, economic and environmental issues, you will develop key skills to enable you to respond to a range of professional situations and become agents of change.

The diverse scientific themes covered by our internationally recognized research laboratories are reflected in the many engineering training programs (as either a full-time student or an apprentice), Master's programs, Post-master's degrees and other short courses (such as the French Summer School) offered at the university.

On our campuses, you will be immersed in a cutting-edge international environment, ideal for fostering budding talent: multidisciplinary scientific proficiency, complex problem solving, innovation and creativity, entrepreneurial spirit, and a quick mind. Differentiated, highly action-oriented instruction will help you learn to take on responsibility in uncertain environments, and to take well thought-out risks while being aware of the world's resources.

IMT Atlantique offers a wide range of courses and academic careers over our three campuses, or through our multiple partnership agreements.
Search for training by skills, locations, education levels...
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